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Fig.1.The architecture of our model.

Aspect-level sentiment analysis is a fine-grained task in sentiment analysis,

which aims to predict sentiment polarity (i.e., positive, neutral, or negative) of

a specific target of a given sentence. Most of the previous methods focus on

capturing the context information of words across the sentence related to the

target, ignoring the importance of the independent relationship between the

opinion words and the target.

We argue that the opinion words are more important in supervising the

polarity of the sentence for the given target, that is to say, we can

independently consider the importance of the relationship between the target

and opinion words.

To address this limitation, we proposed a position-aware hybrid attention

network based model which consists of two components, namely opinion

attention network and context attention network. The context attention

network is used to capture context information between words across

sentence with the target, and the opinion attention network is used to

incorporate independent relationship between opinion words and the target.

2. Contribution

The main contributions are as follows:

(1) We propose a hybrid attention network to capture the context

information between the words across sentence with the target, as well as the

independent relationship between the opinion words and the target to obtain

more precisely sentiment information of the given target in the sentence.

(2) We conduct several experiments and ablation tests on public laptop

and restaurant datasets to validate our model. We will show that our model

achieves a stable and effective performance compared with the baseline

models.

4.Experiments

Model Laptop Restaurant

Majority 53.45 65.00

TD-LSTM 68.13 75.63

AE-LSTM 68.90 76.20

ATAE-LSTM 68.70 77.20

MemNet 70.33 79.98

IAN 72.10 78.60

PosATT-LSTM 72.80 79.40

RAM 74.49 80.23

SHAN 74.64 81.02

Ours 75.71 81.43

Table 1. Experimental results of different models on the laptop and restaurant datasets.

Model Laptop Restaurant

Pos-LSTM 72.10 78.04

Pos-Context-ATT 74.45 79.82

Ours 75.71 81.43

Table 2. Experimental results of our model in ablation analysis.

Our model not only captures the context information of the words

related to the target across the sentence, but also obtain the

relationship between opinion words and the target. The experimental

results carried on the public dataset show that our model is more

effective than the compared baseline models. Although hybrid

attention proposed in our model achieve good performance, we find

that the information of opinion attention is not well used in context

attention. In the following research, we will focus on the interaction

between the opinion words and the context of the content. We hope

that opinion words are helpful to supervise the generation of attention

scores in the context, which can make the model focus on context

words related to opinion words.

Opinion Attention. Given the target 𝐻𝑎 = {ℎ1
𝑎 , ℎ2

𝑎, … , ℎ𝑘
𝑎}, and the hidden state of

opinion words 𝐻𝑜 = {ℎ1
𝑜, ℎ2

𝑜 , … , ℎ𝑚
𝑜 } , the Opinion Attention score α can be

calculated by the following formulas.


